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For the Industrial, Automotive and Marine sectors

LNG APPLICATIONS

INDUSTRIAL
Regasification
The regasification is a process where liquefied 
natural gas is heated and consequently returned 
into its gaseous state, and then distributed as 
natural gas through pipelines. 
Pumps: ARTIKA Series, SGM Series, DSM Series.

Satellite plants
LNG satellite plants are often used to supply 
natural gas for boilers, furnaces, power 
generators, and other industrial applications 
where pipelines are locally not available. 
Pumps: ARTIKA Series, SGM Series, DSM Series.

Power generation
Where on-site power generation is requested, 
LNG represents an efficient alternative to fuel 
oil. Diesel generators can be replaced with gas 
generators or converted to dual fuel systems.
Pumps: ARTIKA Series, SGM Series, DSM Series, 
VT Series.

Peak shaving
LNG can be used to tackle energy peak demands 
when the normal pipelines infrastructure can 
only meet regular needs but not occasional 
extra energy requirements, for example due to 
seasonal variations. 
Pumps: ARTIKA Series, SGM Series, DSM Series, 
VT Series.

Industrial purposes
LNG is largely used in various industrial processes 
such as power generation, dryers, boilers, heat 
treatments, rotary kilns and furnaces in the 
production of paper, metal, chemicals, petroleum, 
stone, clay, glass, clothing and food. 
Pumps: ARTIKA Series, SGM Series, DSM Series.

Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
Industrial plants and residential areas may have 
common needs of both heat and power at the 
same time but sometimes with limited access 
to the gas pipeline. In these circumstances, LNG  
can be the right choice as it is the cleanest fossil 
fuel available.
Pumps: ARTIKA Series, SGM Series, DSM Series.

Liquid Bio Methane
Liquid Bio Methane (LBM) can be stored for 
future use, usually either as liquefied biomethane 
or compressed biomethane (CBM). LBM can be 
easily transported and dispensed to either LNG 
vehicles or CNG vehicles.
Pumps: ARTIKA Series, SGM Series, DSM Series, 
VT Series.

LNG Powered MicroBulk system
LNG MicroBulk systems have been developed for 
such applications where natural gas is requested 
as fuel to power temporary generators for  
utility services, irrigation systems, oil fields and 
special events.
Pumps: ARTIKA Series, SGM Series, DSM Series.

Oil & gas exploration
With a typical drilling site consuming 700 to 
2500 gallons of diesel per day, a highly-efficient 
fuel like LNG can be a smart option.
Pumps: ARTIKA Series, SGM Series, DSM Series, 
VT Series.

Mining
LNG can be successfully used instead of large 
amount of diesel in mining and heavy-duty 
vehicles, often requested for short and repetitive 
routes. Hence, on site refuelling system based on 
LNG technology is a welcomed opportunity.
Pumps: ARTIKA Series, SGM Series, DSM Series, 
VT Series.

LNG Vessel Bunkering
The advantages of LNG Vessel Bunkering in 
comparison to fuelling heavy fuel oil, marine 
diesel fuel and marine gas oil, is the huge 
reduction in pollutant and environmental 
impacts and risks of shipping operations, 
without cost increasing.
Pumps: ARTIKA Series, SGM Series, DSM Series.

AUTOMOTIVE
L-CNG fuelling stations
LNG is stored in a cryogenic tank, which provides 
the fuel to the high-pressure reciprocating 
pump. Compressed LNG is pumped through 
an ambient vaporizer, warmed and turned into 
CNG, then stored in a gaseous buffer, becoming 
available for the dispensing. 

LNG fuelling stations
LNG stations components address various 
design and functionality requirements, including: 
Tank truck off-loading / LNG saturation 
(conditioning) /Mass flow rate metering / Some 
dispensing needs such as automatic truck tank 
cool-down and gas recovering.

L-CNG LNG fuelling stations
The liquid natural gas is stored in a storage tank 
providing the fuel to separates pumps: High-
pressure pump for the compressed natural gas 
(CNG) dispensing. Submerged pump for the 
natural gas (LNG) dispensing.

MARINE
Bunkering vessels
ARTIKA submerged pumps models can bunker 
LNG at different flow rates and head. For 
example, the ARTIKA 300-2S model is able 
to reach up to 250 m³/h flow at up to 12 bar 
differential pressure, thus ensuring a quick and 
reliable operation.

LNG carriers
With more than twenty marine pumps projects 
completed and supplied, and tens in its order 
portfolio, Vanzetti ARTIKA submerged pumps are 
the optimal answer when customers are looking 
for: Fuel Gas pumps, Spray Pumps, Stripping 
Pumps and Cargo Pumps on Small, Medium and 
Large LNG Carriers.

LNG fuelled ships
Depending on the engine type and characteris–
tics, Fuel Gas Systems pumps can be either 
submerged type ARTIKA models or piston type 
VT-3 Models. These two families can be applied 
to all kind of LNG fuelled ships.

Floating Storage  
Regasification Units (FSRU)
Depending on the customer needs, Vanzetti can 
supply different pumping solutions for FSRU 
projects:
• The bestseller ARTIKA 200-4S, delivering 

more than 30 m3/h flow at 35 bar.
• The new developed ARTIKA 200-6S, able  

to reach up to 55 bar differential pressure.

Ship to ship bunkering
ARTIKA submerged pumps seal-less concept, 
with motor bearings permanently lubricated 
by LNG, allows a permanent cold condition for 
quick and efficient start and stop operations, and 
extremely low need for service and maintenance.

MAKING LNG 
AVAILABLE  
ACROSS LAND 
AND SEA
Thanks to over 30 years experience in cryogenics and over 15 years of 
research, development, successful innovation and practical experience 
in the LNG business field, Vanzetti Engineering is capable to deliver 
comprehensive, integrated cryogenic pumps solutions for Industrial, 
Automotive and Marine applications.

Such approach has allowed the company to expand its LNG business 
globally and to become a recognized LNG cryogenic pumps and 
systems supplier for many major LNG based projects.

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
GUARANTEED 
With innovation always in mind, our time, resources and energy are 
totally devoted to seek better solutions in order to guarantee the 
superior quality and performance of our products.
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OVER 30 YEARS OF PASSION FOR INNOVATION

Established in 1984, Vanzetti Engineering is the only Italian company active in the design  
and construction of cryogenic equipment for liquid natural gas (LNG).

Thanks to the constant growth and practical experience in the LNG business field,  
to the continue update of the skills of our resources and to the evolution of our production 

systems, we have reached important milestones in our road towards continuous improvements  
and global success.

Opened in 2015, our new 12,000 m2 plant houses the cryogenic pump and skid production 
processing departments and allowed us to considerably increase our production capacity.

www.vanzettiengineering.com

info@vanzettiengineering.com
tel. +39. 0172.915.811


